to me.

to our topic.

AND

The fourth

Three

to say a few words about four women

S J Terreblanche

ECONOMIC REALITIES
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
'LABOUR EXPECTATIONSl)

Allow· me, as an introduction,
who's life and works may be of relevance
of these women have been of special importance
one of historic importance to all of us.

In mentioning

,
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Not at all.

The point I want to stress

this example I am not making a plea that all woman

should be housewives.

valuable.

and therefore

with a high economic relevance

is that women should be aware of the fact that they are involved

in a great variety of activities

that are not classified as "economic activities"

not measured and often also not regarded a economic~lly

rods have not unnecessarily

margina~

Women should be aw'are of this and ask

The methods to measure and evaluate economic activity has mostly
by men.

and devalued their real contribution

if these man-made

been developed
themselves

lised women economically

towards the promotion of the social welfare of the total society.

Perhaps we should remember that the real purpose of economic

Aristotle

I will return to this point

instead of·being only concerned

to the GOP.

to social welfare

She

She was from Belgium origin.

I had the privilege

not only gave me a

Aristotle~

She also

I will return to

frame of mind but taught me to appreciate
and Rousseau.

from 1973 - 1976.

In her young days she

It was my privilege to be a member of

The third woman I want to mention
passed away last yea~.
the Theron Commission

is Dr Erika Theron.

Thomas of Aquino and Jean Jacques Rousseau.

continental

to write my ph.D under her guidance.

de Reville.

The second woman I want to mention is Professor Maria de Lange

later.

with their contribution

contribution

vity is not to maximise the GOP but to promote the Social Welfare.

acti-

The first woman about which I want to say a few words is my mother.

Perhaps we should try to develope methods to determine women's

and her

What really characterised

She passed away last year at the age of 90.
She was a personality
But what is the most vivid in my mind about
in her own right.

her, is that she never stopped working.

In the first

her was her readiness to serve, her co-operativeness
joyfulness in toil and service.
Exactly 40 years ago I was a first year student.

Product.

that degrades

After
I

I

of a country

does not

of the Gross Domestic

class I was taught that the work of a housewife

welfare

that th.ework of housewives

is no~ included in the calculat~ons

year ~conomics
This ~ils the implication
towards the material

in terms of the sizJ and/or growth of the GOP.

make ~ny contribution
as m~ahu~ed

it then.
method

for 40 years, it still baffles my mind.

must ~ell you that I simply could not understand
studying Economics

could never identify myself with a statistical

in me a keen scientific

inte-

was closely involved with the work following the Carnegie Report on the

I am aware of

in my eyes - as economi"worthless".

invaluable

and therefor~

work: - something

that can be appróached

in a ·pure" econ9mic way, but that this

She convinced me that this kind of pover~y is not a phenomena

rest in the problem of chronic communi ty poverty in the Coloured communi ty.

She awakened

caliy non-existent

my mother's

accepted methods
But the
things that can be measured

to include it in the GOP.

- given the generally

the fact that my mother was not paid a salary and that it was
statistically

Poor White problem.

therefore

- not possible or convenient

dahger exists that we only mea~ure

kind of problem - exactly because it ip from a "pure" economic

In due time we fall ln the trap to regard only measur~ble

easily.

As I will point out, the problem of Black poverty has already

phenomenon.

to

Unfor-

tunately we have reason to fear ~hat this problem is deemed

become a very serious and very wigespread

point of view not solvable - must be approached with compassion.

th!.ngs as valuable and unmeasu,rable things as either non-existent
or not valuable.
1)

Paper read at the 10th Anniversary, Bational Conference of
Women Bureau of South Africa, at 08:00 on 1st June 1991
at Sea Point, Cape Town.
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I am very

In trying to find humane

she put on the need for

become even worse in the years and decades
mass poverty.

for the emphasis

in approaching

to Dr Theron

compassion

grateful
South African

initiatives

for the millions of poverty-stricken

ahead, several kinds of new economic

living conditions
in the decades

of women trapped

situation

role in the

, to improve its quality

importance of poverty relief
,
understood, it has more

poverty fn South Africa

strategic

in the poverty

These initiatives will not succeed
will 'have to be launched.
if it is not undertaken with compassion and understanding.
I
foresee that the millions
"humanise"

and many other women, will have to playa
efforts'to
and ~o make it more tolerable.
the economic
is properly

than with wealth - or, to put it differently,

If Economics

Let us not underestimate
activities.
to do with poverty
economics
than with wealth.

about the fourth woman

I promised

Not one of them

and J J Rousseau.

to talk
Thanks

ought to be more concerned with poverty and how to
I will also return to this

soften its misery,
point later.
Before I say something
about, I first want to mention Aristotle

men can make mistakes.

brain power and Rousseau

Even brilliant

I am a keen admirer of both.
about women's

His argu-

in 1792.

It was

Mary Wallstone-

in the face

passions"

unlike men, their

against granting voting rights to women.

was sceptical

in high esteem.

to Dr de Reville
held women
Aristotle
was vehemently

and guidance

for soun? judgement is clouded' by "immoderate

ment was that women should be excluded because,
capacity

of women triggered

and hence, they "required male potection

evaluation

of politics".

humiliating

of the challenge
i
Rouss~au's

of the Rights of Women.
200 years ago - in 1791 - and published
book:

... for man and woman,
so prettily

drawn

of the word, must be the

wish to .... throw down my gauntlet

only one quote from this remarkable

exactly

craft to write her Vindication
written
Allow:me

,i!

the reaning

same, yet in the fanciful female character,

~ruth~ if I understand
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the sacrifice of truth

but

to judge, shaping it to heir own convenience.

than utility, and of that utility men

virtue becomes a relative idea, having no

by poets and novelists, demanding
and sincerity,

other foundation

pretend ~rbitrarily

that should regulate

Women, I allow, may have different duties to fulfil:

'

of them, I sturdily maintain, must be the same

,

they are human duties, and the principles
the discharge

bounty ••••"

of civil laws, she must not be dependant

her civil duties, want individually

But to render her really virtuous and useful, woman
the protection

must not, if she discharge
on her husband's

arrangements.

the

According

kept women "down".

harsh comment.

She singled out the nobility,

She blamed the feeble position of women in her time to out-moded
institutional

Church and the army for especially

deliberately

of the

of Women.

to start

It seems to me that after 200

main purpose was the "Vindication

to her these institutions
Mary Wallstonecraft's

(Political) Rights of Women".

for the Economic Rights and/or Opportunites

years we in South Africa need a new Mary Wallstoncraft
a campaign

The Human Science Research Council supplied me with the following

were women, while 96,5 per

were women, only 20,3 per cent

and dental professionals

only 5,1 per cent of architects

In 1987 only 3,1 per cent of the engineers were
statistics.
women, only 1,7 per cent of engineers technicians were women,
of medical

Only 14,8 per cent

and labour

of women employed is between

kinds of occupations in the administrative

women, 18,6 per cent of the accountants

cent of those employed as teachers were women.

cent of people employed as nursing staff were women, 60,2 per
law were

In the different

of those practising
were women.

20 and 30 per cent.

and business world the percentage

opportunities

- or at the
The figures

active.

active population

of women in the years ahead, iet us first look at

Before we speculate about the employment
expectations

the numbers of the economically

numbers of those that want to be economically

are for 1985 and the estimate figures for 1995.

I

Coloureds:

Asians:
---

Black:
---

TOTAL

Unfortunately

THE ECONOMICALLY
1985
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1995

ACTIVE POPULATION
AND

1985
mill.

1995
mill.

and higp level employment
is not realistic.
Sbuth Africa experienced
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positions

under these circumstances,

The domestic

a high growth rate from 1947 - 1973.

The growth rate was almost 5 per cent annually.

But since 1974

savings rate was 13,5 per. cent and more or less 14 per cent of

all investment was financed by foreign funds.
Domestic

to more or less 1,6 per cent annually.

1,5

by almost

During the last

and especially

their professional

- and especially

1 per

At

and

cannot satisfy their basic

position of abject poverty

those

from 1985

The expected

for

and to

the position of the women and children

in employment?

and attractive opportunities

women to make adequate advancement

active population

This implies that to accommodate

the labour market, it will be necessary

that those that cannot get job opportunities

ratio has multiplied

economy

in

three times since 1960

in

the numbers that enter the labour market

If we - for argument sake - can succeed

entering

at present

a high growth

5 million underemployed

for the jobseekers

a growth rate of 5,2 per cent from next year onward,

will remain underemployed.

the job market annually, but the

we will create enough job opportunities

maintaining

during each year.

annually to accommodate

- it is estimated that we need a growth rate of 5,2 per cent

- the labour-capital

Given the high capital intensity of the South African

the modern sector has already increased to more or less 5 million.

It is estimated

the first six years of this ten year period, we have failed dismally.

to create more or less 1 300 job oppol:tunities every working day.During

that will be entering

to 1995 is 3 350 000.

increase in the total economically

create enough job opportunities

What will it take to turn the South African economy around

- should be a matter of the gravest concern to all of us.

deprivation

human needs. Their deteriorating

least 15 million of the population

been "shifted" on the lower half of the black population.

Given the power structures built into our economic
cent annually.
and political systems, a large part of this creeping poverty has

has taken place.

savings has dropped to only 7,5 per cent, while a huge

1,4

17 years the real per capita income is declining

outflow of foreign investment

the growth rate has declined
Men
0,9

1,5

2,4

1,2

0,12

0,3

0,8

0,2

0,42

2,2

TOTAL

0,1

6,7

Women

Men

0,3

4,2

TOTAL

Women

5,2

10,9

0,9

TOTAL

hl

9,3

0,6

Men
8,1

hl

0,7

Women

7,5

15,1

0,5

TOTAL

hl

Women

Men

11,.8

Men

..Women

But

about the numbers
in the formal sector.

we do not have hard statistics

that could not find job opportunities

improvein the next few

a dramatic

3,5 million were so-called underIf we do not experience

that at least

in 1985.

it is estimated
employed

creation

may increase to more than 6

growth and ~mployment

their employment

in 1995 •.. To expect that women will succeed

years, the number of undere~ployed

ment in economic

in improving

or even 7 million

What is the chances that we will succeed in attaining

rate ~n ~he near future?
.:

I

-7The chances must unfortunately

still

Given the ve,ry high capital intensity

sector of the econ~mY, and the low levels of domes-

be regarded as very slim.
:

of th. modern

The

attractive

- if not

we must in all honesty

and stable enough to invite these amount~

and political

$10 billion - annually to maintain
What are the chances that we will

to my estimates we will need at least

a growth rate between say 5 and 6 per

tic sa~ings, we need a very large influx of foreign investment
to at~ain and to maintain
According

- but preferably

cent annually.
$8 billion

attractive

succeed in the near future to create socio-economic

a 5,5 per cent growth rate.
conditions
Unfortunately
future conditions
for

the

But what is equally

unrest is very detrimental

influx of foreign investment.

- to create in the foreseeable

grant. the point that it will be extremely difficult

of foreign investment?
unlikely
enough to invite the necessary
violence
climate.

lack of mutual trust between

investment

and Township

on-going
the necessary
is the obvious

cre~ting
distressing

the ANC and other potential ·negotiation partners.

for a new con-

between the different negotiating
While we are still

government,
The. po.st.e
r Lnq fo~ position
nature.

some of the main ·players· are

phase and real negotiations

have attained a desttuctive

in the pre-negotiation

partners

I

each other as if they are involved in a relentless

have not yet started,

This is

is very unfortu-

the cart before the horse.

:
about the future

and for creating a climate

pessimistic

of negotiations

not the way to build the mutual trust needed for both

Someone is putting

battle for the fir~t "new" government.This

"fighting"

stitutioh
election
nate.
definitely
commencement

to economic growth.

a successful
conducive

I do not want to be unnecessarily

But it is important

of the South African economy.

prospects

and efficient

functioning

that we should realise that the effective
problem:

society.

for the position

group conflict

of women

in our groupto
in the present

it has

'It is perhaps necessary

i.e. the on-going

of the South African economy is hampered by a rather deeprooted
structural

relevance

on this point in sóme greater detail because

based and group-organised
elaborate

an important

and future South African economy and society at large.
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Over the last 340 years the South African history was characterised

group-conflict between the
In the days of .

ethnic, colour and language groups.

by an on:going and rather destructive
different

and

During the Great

In the Eastern Cape the Trekboere

Jan van Riebeeck the Durch settlers and the Khoi-San were in conflict over grazing land.

fought land battles with the Zulus and other

the Xhosa fought se.veral ba17tles over land.
Trek the Voortrekkers

The British Colon"ial authority had to fight several
tribes.
bloody wars to break the resistence of the Zulus and Xhosa.

During this century the intergroup

conflict lost - to a large

The Boere and the "Britte" fought the terrible Anglo Boer War.

in this on-going group conflict.

The different groups tried

Economic
extent - its war character but proceeds in full swing.
considerations played - and are still playing - an important role

- with the Whites as the winners,

The economic history of South Africa

- and are still trying - to improve their own economic. position
at the cost of other groups.

a zerosum-game

and Asians as partial winners, the Black "insiders·

is unfortunately

winners and the 15 million

(very poor) Black "out-

the Coloureds

siders· as the losers par excellence!

as occasional

- that will end this deep-rooted

in this country is to find a formula -

or am I talking about a miracle

Our immediate challenge

If we cannot find a "formula"
and centuries old group conflict.
(or a "miracle") to bridge the group conflict and to create mutual

of growth.

to negotiations,

nor will it create an

trust between the groups, it will neither be possible to create
conducive

economic climate promotive

an atmosphere

of women in South Africa?

society, implies that the

The fact that South Africa is still

What is the relevance of this group conflict for the position

and group-organised

society. at large - i.e. the ·society" including all 38 million

a group-based

society.

In this kind of society

as still a "primitive" and in many

and are deliberately

"military" training and on

are still being cultivated

and "hunting" attitudes of men has been maintained.

aspects a feudal-orientated

people - must be described
the "fighting·

The feudal attitudes

promoted by official and unofficial

Consequently the South African society at
the sport fields.
large remains a man-dominated society in which women are still

,

:'
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submissiveness

and servitude

- or perhaps because

large responsibilities

as far

the poorer sections of the popula-

But in spite of this situation

k~rt in a position of inferiority,
towards men.
(in especially

tion) have to accept unreasonably

of it - women
is concerned.

On the 'c~ntrary.
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three things:

Up till

I think a l.i
tt+e ~i t

the still

bear with me for a little while longer, I think women should try
to do tqe following

men in this country.

Sou~h African women should try to domesticate

the South African men.

and

economic

They should have realised

in their responsibility

against women will not be out of place.

"feudal orientated"

Firstly,
of criticism

to domesticate

now they have failed rather dismally

that we cannot build a modern and united political,

and social system when men are 'still as "war-orientated"

and servi-

into strong

or cultural weapons to prove

(Luckily women do not have the same hang-ups

must even carry traditional
manhood I

their

as certain

- or not carrying - to prove their womenhoodl)

If they were in a similar position, one wonders what women

ranks.

a deep-

complex in their

of many South African men betrays

on

to carry

If women can succeed with this

the South" African men, it will also

or even an inferiority

poor.

the poverty has attained a dehumanising

Although the widespread

In

meaningful

poverty

(in its turn) is poverty-related.

conference,

families

In their struggle to survive, these women have no choice

to keep their extended

areas who have to accept extraordinarily

we should never forget that it is the women

at

is thriving on the violence and that the crimi-

realise

may

We cannot afford to claim that we are an ordi-

Third

character.

the Black community.

South African women should try to do something

of the women in the ranks

that at present rests so heavily

the men will hopefully be prepared

to empower them.
kind of empowerment,

be necessary

In trying to domesticate

seated uncertainty

The feudal orientation

should be carrying

men.

Some men

"conflict-minded"

economic

as is the case in South Africa.

Although our

submissiveness

the point that many women - far too many of them -

as the family household
When making
of inferiority,

personalities.
and social structures

with their true merit, we must not under-

economic

do not evaluate

tude, I am not saying that women have not developed

are still in a position
and responsible
in accordance

rather "primitive"
women

a person's

As I have pointed

role millions of women are playing in

life of our country.

the (productive)

the social and economic

estimate
rods used to êvaluate

economic and social

"skew" and in many cases should simply

constitutional,

and labour expectations

in the 'country at present, we have no reason to be opti-

political,

out above, the measuring
merit are exceptionally
not be applicable.

situation

Given the unfortunate
opportunities

some of the responsibility

about the employment

mistic

alive.

heavy burdens and responsibilities

in the poverty-stricken

a women's

When talking about the economic realities of South Africa

nality

that criminality

not be the direct cause of the chronic violence, we should

nary Third World country.

World phenomena.

It is not good enough to say that poverty is a typically

many instances

about the terrible poverty in especially

Secondly,

the shoulders of women - especially
of the desperately

and

If we were con- from a social, political

On the contrary.

I do not want to make a plea

We should none the less ask ourselves the
of especially women.
important question of how women should approach this situation.
for a special role for women.

I do not want to be misunderstood.
fronted with a "normal" situation

We are

by a

out of place.
situation.

We are confronted

situation would have been completely

point of view - the question of how women should approach

the "normal"

economic

But we are NOT in a normal situation.

and in many aspects, primitive

Given this "abnormality"
in a very male-

But if you will

Perhaps

society - I take the liberty of asking what women should

- as it inter alia crystalised

with a rather serious crisis.

very abnormal,
confronted
dominated

and "primitiveness"

the South African situation.

you with the challenge.

I should not try to answer this question~myself.

do to "normalise"
Perhaps

I should only confront
,,'

I'

t

..
but to do back-breaking
in conditions

-llwork under grind-down

circumstances.

possible

These organisations

should try to do everything

about this matter.

Women' sorganisations

in South

- ought to be a

of millions of women - structurally

of chronic community poverty

This very sad predicament
trapped
Afric'a.

matt~r of special concern to every women's organisation
to improve the sensitisation
as

billions

- as hard and effectively

a War on ~overty and to allocate

the government

- to declare

should pressurise
poss~bl~

of mutual

and
a War

trust between

it will also

it is unlikely that the spiral of instability

on poverty

to declare

~ffect of apartheid

is not prepared

and deprivrtive

relief as part and parcel of Restitution

If the government

for ~he e~ploitative

of ~a~d fdr poverty
sanctions.
relief programmes,

on Poverty and is also not prepared to spend billions

to create an atmosphere

Without such spendings

not be possible

and violence will end.
partners.

We should realise

that

constructive

in this

to bridge

growth

This mutual trust is desperately

'the negotiating
needed to create a climate promotive for both economic

group-conflict

also try to do something

negotiations.

women must therefore

and constitutional
Thirdly,
and on-going

this group-divide.

Women must go out of their way to playa

the terrible group-divide
country.
role in bridging

South
its "development"

Such a society has not yet been "created".
prevents

and economic

"power-

We cannot afford

into a negative

for position

that the "power-game"

losers.

(mainly White groups)

groups have proven to be

the political

In,the absence of a stable and well-

policy deliberately

Society.

in the strict sense of the word, we cannot talk about ~
African
The apartheid
social framework

or its coming Lnt.o being.
integrated

game" between the statutorily-defined

one with some groups
with the po~sibilit~

and Some (mainly Biack groups) as (permanent)

a very destructive
as ~i~ners
confronted

- can easily dete;iorate

,

- that has now become part an~ parcel of the postering

w~ ~re

before negotiations

situation~

sum game where all groups will be losers.
such a disasterous

to "create"

or to

to realise that en route towards
it will be essential

It is of the utmost importance
a New South Africa
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all 38 million

system

to the

system and a new political

(to a reasonable degree)

for

Only after such a society has come into being

"develope" a South African Society comprising
South A~icans.

(hopefully) operate

of a new economic

would we have availed ourselves with the "Social'Framework"
that will

the deployment

advantage of,the total population.

form leader-

role in creating

fields, they can

Given that women are still to a large degree excluded

constructive

in the economic and political

- and actually ought to ,- playa

ship positions

cross-

South African

Society with the necessary

a well-integrated

to promote peace, stability and prosperity

Women should play the role of "cement" to

cutting cleavages
over the long run.

keep the different parts together.
We already have too many
Consequently it may sound strange to'
groups in this country.
make a plea for yet another one or for existing groups to accept

as a centi-

and welfare value of

groups that will operate

But if the women in this country can

organise women's

new responsibilities.
successvully

it will be invaluable.

petal force, the economic and political

and poli-

have no choice but to play

opportunities

and optimistic

labour

that will - over the long run - open possibili-

a very active role in trying to create social, economic

Women in this country unfortunately
tical structures

ties for better employment
expectations.

I wish it was possible to end on a more optimistic note.
But
11very important reason

at least it is too early for despair.

is the women of South Africa - let us give them

a chance to succeed where the men have failed.

not to despair

